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Tonijean Kulpinski is on her behalf God-given mission to help transform the fitness of this
nation and world with the reality revealed in nature’ Using both understanding and wisdom,
along with her personal trip, Tonijean wrote, "s medication and the connection inside every
human.— Christine Pagliaro, Certified Nursing Assistant whose chronic eczema was cured under
Tonijean’In this book, you will:•”Get Tools to Transform Your Personal Health•RECOGNIZE THAT
Sickness Is Not a Death Sentence•Recognize the Magnificence of God’s Creations All Around
Us•Discover That Earth Makes the Most Well-Needed Medicine“'Stop Battling Disease and begin
Building Wellness' will open up you up to the infinite curing wisdom of nature and its own
connection within you, which is usually greater than anyone offers ever led you to believe!”"
Frank Tortorici, Certified Fitness Expert, Holistic Wellness Trainer, and Functional Diagnostic
Nutritionist“This book teaches you how to stop dispensing your health out of a drug container
and instead feed the body with what nature intended.Find out the reality About Supplements•
Tonijean is an extremely regarded health professional, and a blessing to so many. in the hope of
changing many lives.s care“In 'Stop Battling Disease and begin Building Wellness', you will
discover that genuine food in the proper execution that God created is the medicine that
heals.—I'm beyond excited that Toni’— Lisa Buldo, Victorious Life Mentor, Accredited Health Coach,
Author, Loudspeaker, and Television Host“”s reserve will finally be distributed to the globe. After
following her process, my hematologist shook his head in amazement because my bloodstream
work came back completely within normal limitations. It's all due to Toni! I am permanently
grateful!—Stop Battling Disease and begin Building Wellness" Nicole Roberts, client whose lupus
was healed under Tonijean's care
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 This book is full of the information you have to live a healthy life. I will start by saying that We
haven't read a book in it's entirety since university. From the moment I receive this reserve in
the mail I have not been capable to put it down.I have actually used this book to guide my
clients from sickness to health! We have all heard in one place or another that the organic life
style is the method to go… This reserve throughly explains why and more importantly how. you
don't need to starve yourself or go on some crazy new fangled diet! I was individually healed
through the author's care and will forever thank God because of this amazing, talented,
experienced, board-certified holistic practioner. Toni is truly a god delivered to the globe
sharing her wealth of knowledge. I anticipate many more publications by Toni. Thank you, Toni
for changing the world, one at a time! Body and spirit wellbeing My family and I have known
Toni for a long time. We were there as she walked the lengthy path to learning to be a holistic
practitioner, and on the way, we benefited significantly from her generous assistance and
learnings on how best to live a healthy life, body and soul. As a Muslim, I share with Toni the fact
that our health and our spirit are connected. I continually reference Toni’s book when I’m
looking for ways to sustain a healthy way of living from quick and delicious smoothie dishes to
which health supplements to consider and how my kitchen appliances can impact my system.
The book is an easy-to-read breakdown of health and wellness, and a greater motivator to take
the techniques towards positive modification. You will not regret it!! I am among the many who
have benefitted from Toni's love and knowledge of not only living healthy but loving life. I also
made an appointment with Toni jean! We were given this life to live and revel in not to be
unwell and down because "age" has caught up around.. I highly, highly recommend this book.
She explains the truth about supplements. Consider those tiny steps; It honestly has been a
complete attention opener to the unfortunate reality of the food people are eating and what we
are able to do to get back where god meant us to end up being and that's near nature. When you
eat healthy and organic, the body thrives and your not really starving because it's the type of gas
it requires. Are you careful about the gas you put in your car, mower, etc? She therefore the
discomfort I was in and made a decision to share her tale with me.!! An amazing amazing read.
Believe! Tonijean has transformed my life and just how I see the world!! This book is an excellent
guide not only to start out living a wholesome life but also what things to stay away from and
why. Tonijean really cares about people, their well-being and health and lays out an easy to
understand intend to accurate wellness.! it has really paralyzed me in so many methods. This
reserve is a nutrition bible. The pain all over triggered me to fall into melancholy. After years of
going to drs and getting discomfort medications that didn't work, I made a decision to try
different things. As luck could have it, I fulfilled a lady who offers been battling endometriosis
for many years and has gotten 11 surgeries to try to remedy the scenario. Well then begin caring
about YOU and browse this book! She was a stranger at the time,but became my curing
messenger. We exchange quantities and gave me a week to take it all in and then.. Read it
gradually and take notes. Thanks to Toni, I am living an incredible healthy and loving existence.
This book contains among the best held secrets about optimal health and well-becoming in the
globe! I am so happy she has written this book so that more people can benefit from her
understanding and live their lives to the fullest. Amazing energy!. I was going to quit my work
and go on disability. Thanks to Tonijean I could continue working and have energy to deal with
myself. I know that what I put in my body includes a tremendous impact on my health! This book
may be the 1st step to improving..! This book clears up the "organic" confusion! As a wife and
busy mother of three this publication is fantastic. I believed we were eating prior to but was I so
incorrect! The word "organic" is usually such a slogan in the supermarkets now it's hard inform



what you are buying is actually healthy and good. Tonijean, and this book, are truly existence
changing! Tonijean pours out her knowledge and passion in this book and she has written it in a
manner that is easy to understand and can help you find if everything you are eating is
definitely real whole organic meals. As you go through it just remember, you don't need to
perform it all simultaneously. I was usually so confused about what I will be taking. The
supplements the doctor prescribed to me I learned were basically as good as swallowing a rock
and performing me no good. This has become our head to reference book and I use it to look and
plan our family meals. I never actually thought about the metal inside our appliances (like a slow
cookers, coffee pots, pots and pans, etc.) make a difference as well. Tonijean Kulpinski has
multiple degrees, and years of dealing with many clients who've found wellness, been cured of
so called incurable diseases, and feel vitality they have not felt for a long time, and sometimes
never felt.. Change what you eat and modification your life! 20 STARS! I have had to endure
fibromyalgia for over ten years to. Filled with everything you need to know to build wellness
and live the life span you’re created to live. I have a child that is THE pickiest eater and even he
eats the foods Tonijean urges us to consume in this reserve. I know this first hands. This book
will teach you truly good nutrition. There is a lot of different information out there on "healthful
eating" but a lot of it is wrong. My entire family is benefiting from this publication and as a wife
and Mom Personally i think so much better knowing that what I'm feeding my children is truly
best for our digestion and is an actual help rather than harming us further. I know multiple those
who are living a captivating, healthy, disease free existence because of pursuing what she
teaches in her publication, and I am one of them! Learn the truth, follow what she says, and you
will under no circumstances feel the same once again! This will be the best money you have
ever allocated to your own private health. This book contains an abundance of information that
the doctors will not tell you. This book changes your life and present you a new perspective on
how best to be healthy by eating the foods that people were made to eat. I assure become
familiar with more by reading this reserve, than by spending a lot of money taking classes on
diet. It is easy to browse and understand. This reserve will act as a blueprint of how to take the
techniques to end up being the healthiest you can be. Tonijean is a true blessing to myself, my
hubby, and so many people! It will save you a lot of money on medical expenses, but primarily, if
you stick to the author's advice, you'll be restored to the very best edition of yourself!she'd text
me everyday until I took the leap and bought the book. You deserve to know this info and the
author spent some time working hard to consolidate a wealth of information for us. Don't miss
out on this treasure! This book is filled with life giving information. This problem has really
changed the way I live my entire life.health insurance and nutrition are my interest..! Purchase
this reserve.. your wellbeing depends on it! How extremely lucky we are to have got this
information at our fingertips!An incredible read that is truly life changing and moreover life
saving! I know Toni for quite a few years now and she has helped me switch my life form feeling
sick and tired to healthy and active! I would suggest this book highly! Tonijean cares about
people!.We am a certified health coach . This book is if you are seeking to change their life,
period! Many don't actually believe its a genuine condition. And great present for the holiday
season :) LOVE!! This is among the best books I’ve read! I keep it always near by ! Very good
information love it !!!! Love it! This book is filled up with information and wisdom... In case you
are sick and tired of feeling lousy like we had been, be kind to yourself and get this book.!.!
Fabulous! I am improving everyday! Extraordinary book to gain extraordinary health. The book is
extremely helpful while still being simple enough to understand and follow.! It is real! An
abundance of details and delicious recipes!! Information is simple enough to understand and



she provides great websites you can head to get organic food, make up and appliances. A
nutrition bible Toni is an angel on earth. She has an amazing gift from God. My lack of energy
and sleep hindered my day to day activities. If you want to get well and/or live a existence of
pleasure, health and fitness then read this publication!
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